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   Choose
and Describe

Conductor chooses an item and picks di�erent students to speak.

Unit 2 - What Is Klara Like?

 friendly

 shy
sillyoutgoing

cheerful

creepy

I'm not mad.

   Choose
and Describe

Conductor chooses an item and picks di�erent students to speak.
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Vocab & Key Phrase Integration

   Pair
Q and A

Make student partner pairs to exchange a Q & A set. 1st student
gives the pormpt. 2nd student gives the response. Go to next partner pair

A: What is Klara like?
B: She‛s silly.

I'm not mad.

Key Expressions

Sten is friendly.

Rosa is outgoing.

Manu is creepy.

Stig is cheerful.

Klara is silly.

Emma is shy.
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TEACHER’S 
CHOICE

           TEACHER DIRECTED
Teacher leads the class and 
students follow. 

      TEACHER SUPPORTED
Students conduct with close 
teacher support and supervision.

       STUDENT DIRECTED
Students lead the classroom
activities and manage classroom
performance. Teacher evaluates. 
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Repetition and Recognition

  Simple
Pair-Work Students work in pairs to complete the worksheet.

Sten is cheerful.

Manu What
islike

is  Hefriendl
y

 ?

B: Unscramble

A: Write
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Cognitive Integration

Interview Students interview each other in front of the class.?

A. Finish and answer the questions.
1. What is Klara ____________?
   She is __________________.

2. ______________is Manu like?
   He is ___________________.

3. ________ is Emma ________?
    _______ is ______________.

4. What _____ Sten _________?
     _______ _____ __________.

5. ______ ____ Rosa ________?
    ______ ____ ____________.

I'm not mad.

 Who is your best friend? ________________ 
 What is he/she like? ___________________

B: Answer
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TEACHER’S 
CHOICE
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Reading Orientation

Call on volunteers or assign students to read and answer.Town Hall
Meeting

 

Sten is a friendly boy. He makes friends with 
all the students in the class.

Sten likes his new friends. Sten thinks Stig is
very cheerful. He thinks Rosa is outgoing. He 
thinks Emma is shy. He thinks Klara is silly.
But, he thinks Manu is creepy.

What is Manu like? _________________
What is Rosa like? __________________
What is Emma like? _________________
What is Stig like? __________________

Read the short story and answer the questions:
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Communicative Activation
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    Hi Emma, 
how was school?

Did you make any
 new friends?

What is Manu  like?

Klara is cheerful.

School was
      fun! Yes, I did!

What is Klara like?

Manu is 
outgoing.

A: What is Manu like?
        B: Manu is outgoing.

A: What is Klara like?
                        B: Klara is cheerful.
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